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CURRICULUM 
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Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 

Context, techniques, and idea 

generation 

Executive summary, early 

adoption testing  

Hackathon #1 

Networking Event Project Showcase 

Programming tools, 

and backend 

Growing, financing, and 

demo 

Mobile Web, Django, SMS 

Google App Engine 
Android and UI design 

Discretion of Instructors 

(based on class projects) 

Hackathon #2 Baguio 
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SCHEDULE FOR TODAY 

Time Topic 

4:10PM Early Adoption Testing 

4:35PM Visual Design Techniques 

5:20PM Break 

6:00-9PM Lab time and feedback on data models 
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You have an idea, a core team, a target 
customer, and a persona 
 
You have done primary market research to 
better understand our value prop  
 
We have calculated our total addressable 
market and our costs 
 
 
But will the dogs eat the dog food? 
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LIFE AHEAD OF YOU 

http://www.slideshare.net/sprevette 
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MANY RISKS 
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Modified business model canvas by Ash Maurya 
UVP: unique value proposition 
http://www.ashmaurya.com/2011/10/the-10x-product-launch/ 
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MITIGATING RISKS 
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Product Risk – Getting the product right 
1. First make sure you have a problem worth solving. 
2. Then define the smallest possible solution (MVP). 
3. Build and validate your MVP at small scale (demonstrate UVP). 
4. Then verify it at large scale. 
 
Market Risk – Building a viable business 
1. Identify competition through existing alternatives and pick a price for 

your solution. 
2. Test pricing first by measuring what customers say (verbal 

commitments). 
3. Test pricing second by what customers do. 
4. Optimize your cost structure to make the business model work. 
 
Customer Risk – Building a path to customers 
1. First identify who has the pain. 
2. Then narrow down to early adopters who really want your product 

now. 
3. It’s okay to start with outbound channels. 
4. But gradually build/develop scalable inbound channels – the earlier 

the better. 
 

http://www.ashmaurya.com/2011/10/the-10x-product-launch/ 
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OUTBOUND? INBOUND? 
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http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/4416/Inbound-Marketing-the-Next-Phase-of-Marketing-on-the-Web.aspx 
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GROWING BY 10X IN 4 STAGES 
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Interviews 

Emails 

Marketing website 

Engine of growth 

http://www.ashmaurya.com/2011/10/the-10x-product-launch/ 
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

http://blog.scurri.com/2012/03/20/minimum-viable-product-for-engine-of-growth/ 
http://www.peachpit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=1856033&seqNum=2 
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STAGE 1: EARLY ADOPTION TESTING 
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1. Use problem interviews to find a problem worth solving and identify 
your prototypical early adopter. 
 

2. Put up a “problem focused” teaser page and start collecting email 
addresses. 
 

3. Use solution interviews to define your MVP and recruit your first 10 
“early adopter” customers (not users) – they pay you from day one. If 
you nail the right problem, this shouldn’t be difficult.  
 

4. Make a bold promise, keep pricing simple, and back it up with a high-
touch concierge MVP model and/or money-back guarantee. 
 

5. Build your MVP and validate that is delivers on your Unique Value 
Proposition 

The first objective is finding motivated early adopters not 
on-the-fence users. Early adopters are as visionary as you 

but from the problem perspective. Customer interviews are 
a great way for qualifying early adopters. First key metrics: 

activation, retention (and revenue). 
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NEXT CLASS: GROWING YOUR MARKET 
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